GOC and TIOL announce a partnership to connect Australian and Indian taxation experts and enhance bilateral trade and beyond.

24 September 2021, Melbourne, Australia

GOC and TIOL are pleased to announce a partnership to enhance prompt access to essential information for organisations seeking to conduct bilateral activities between the two nations. GOC has developed extensive relationships with innovative firms and finance providers from around the world seeking to expand into the Indian market. Similarly, our clients and partners in India seek a transparent path and advice to navigate extra territorial expansion. The relationship between the two firms, as anchor points, will enable a springboard for international advisors to access timely professional expertise.

Dr. Chris Sotiropoulos, CEO at GOC, says “We recognise India as one of the global growth engines in this century. One of our strategic objectives is to engage with like-minded global thought leaders and supply chain gatekeepers. Thanks to the introduction by our Co-Founder, Dr. Anoop Swarup, we are thrilled to partner with Mr. Shailendra Kumar and TIOL. TIOL has profoundly developed an ecosystem to enable access to professional and prompt access to legal advice. We are planning an ambitious program which we believe will lead to a plethora of businesses to access markets."

Mr. Shailendra Kumar, Chief Executive Officer and Founder at TIOL says “Given the recent geopolitical impetus to bilateral ties between India and Australia and vast scope of business opportunities both the economies offer to businesses keen to do cross-border transactions, our services by a rich repertoire of domain experts having decades of experiences in the field of law and policy-making would go a long way in serving the interests of businesses from both the countries”

###

Global Opportunities Commercialisation Pty Ltd (‘GOC’), is an Australian based global firm that provides advisory services, facilitates international trade and access to finance. It has clients across the five continents in several market segments, including retail, manufacturing, education, trade, agriculture, health and social enterprise (youth and women empowerment, nation capacity building and peace building).

TIOL, also known as Taxindiaonline.com, is 21-year-old pioneer in the fiscal, international trade and economic domains. It is India’s FIRST Government of India recognised Online Media and resource company providing business critical information, analyses, expert viewpoints, editorials and related news on developments in fiscal, foreign trade and monetary policy domains.

Our business has enabled our growing audience and subscriber-base, comprising of MNEs, domestic corporations, service providers such lawyers, audit and accounting firms, consultants, Government departments and foreign users who are active or keen to do
business with India and to have access to accurate and reliable and easy to understand analyses of essential but otherwise complicated and difficult to obtain information.

We are a collective of leading professionals – journalists, Chartered Accountants, Company Secretaries, Lawyers and retired policy makers.

To learn more about the planned activities between GOC and TIOL and how it may assist you to expand your business into India or Australia, please contact us below.
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